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Porsche Boxster Spider and Cayman GT4 gems are used our favorite automotive Easter eggs Rolls Royce's biggest Bespoke cars 2020 CarBuzz Award winners announced 13 future cars we can't wait to see on the road 10 automotive highlights of automotive 2020 car badges and Verizon logo ©2021 media highlights
of the original. All rights reserved. Our car specialists select every product we feature. We can earn money from the link on this page. Hyundai keeps making cars worthy of serious consideration, and Genesis is no exception- it's a compelling value in a mid-sized luxury game. Under the hood is 311-hp V-6 with rear-wheel
drive; All-wheel drive is optional. If you want more performance, a 420-hp V-8 with rear-drive is available; An eight-speed automatic is standard at all. A lotus-tuned suspension provides it with solid road etiquette. Combined with auxiliary seats and a beautiful interior, Genesis is worth a look. ADVERTISE – Continue
reading below David DEWHURST Concept Genesis Coupe is one of those unusual concept cars seen here that are actually pure previews of cars that are already under development. Bright paint and carbon fiber trim are a thin disguise of a new car known internally in Hyundai as production BK. The coupe shares much
of its architecture with the upcoming Genesis sedan, hence the recurring name, but the handle of the production car has yet to be determined. We want to make a case for calling it Whopper. Like Burger King's flagship sandwich, the Hyundai Coupe's big draw is its affordability. It's the automotive equivalent of a
cheeseburger with all fixin: a 300-hp front-mounted engine powering rear wheels. cheap? How is the estimated base price under $25,000 sound? Well, there's not much chance Hyundai will name its lucrative new coupe after a flattened patty of mass-produced ground beef. More likely, when the coupe arrives in
showrooms in early 2009, it will bear the nameplate tiburn or genesis. The price of BK takes dead purpose on the Ford Mustang GT, and although Hyundai's 3.8-liter DOHC V-6 comes in less than two cylinders from the Mustang engine, more than 300 power generation is about the same. Hyundai couldn't shohorn in its
V8 engine from the Genesis sedan — it just wouldn't fit. With an estimated curb weight of 3500 pounds, the power-to-weight ratio should be equal to the horse. Minus 60 mph is predicted to blow in less than six seconds. The base engine will be an as-yet undefined 200-plus HP Turbo Four, priced at a few thousand
dollars below the V-6 model. Both will come with either ZF six-speed manual transmission or ZF six-speed automatic. A Brembo brake package will also be offered. The horse killer could be screaming numbers! But the Hyundai Coupe aspires to knock out even bigger fish as well. Suspension is all free A five-link setup
with the front strut and at the back. That arrangement mimics the BMW 335i, and even if it requires suspension of disbelief to consider a rival Hyundai for that benchmark, it should at least give Infiniti engineers a few sleepless nights. From a design standpoint, the Coupe wants hyundai to set a precedent. We're at a point
right now where we're making our design history, says Joel Piakovsky, design chief of Hyundai North American Operations. To this end, the coupe takes some familiar Hyundai style cues and pushes them forward. The hood edges on the concept Genesis coupe form a line that surrounds the grille; The hood shutline of
the production car is wide, but that line will still remain as the ridges that bring to mind the current Elantra and Sonata front ends. The kink in the side glass comes directly from Hyundai's HCD9 Talus concept from the 2006 Detroit Auto Show. The HCD series of concept cars was meant as a design exercise, but some
pieces show up on production cars; HCD9 also donated its wraparound taillights to veracruz and its 4.6-liter V-8 to the Genesis sedan. The concept Genesis Coupe was built at Metalcrafters near Hyundai's headquarters in Fountain Valley, California. As concept-car rogue works, Metalcrafters specializes in making
custom show cars. Standing in a private room where the finishing touches to the exterior are being applied — there's no interior on the show car, so we can't even judge the rear seat space — the concept Genesis Coupe looks like the tuner car version of what will end up in the showroom. The sheetmetal above the
extra-flared wheel arches is almost exactly exactly how the production car will look, as is the outline of glass, side mirror and head and taillamps. The carbon fiber hood, with its center ridge and vented slats, is a stop, but is still a sight to behold. The rest of the carbon fibers - ceilings, simulated brake ducts, and accents
on the front and rear fascia-are also for show only. The concept genesis has the requisite large wheels, but their 20-inch diameter is barely larger than the standard 18-inch and optional 19-inch wheels that will come on the production car. Even dimensionally, the show car is remarkably close to the actual thing, the
measurements of which are listed in glasses; The concept Genesis Coupe is only about an inch and a half long and wide. In person, the coupe rear looks three-quarters best from the scene, where you can get a good perspective of how the C-column tumbles down to the horizontal crease almost above the rear wheels.
Sloping taillights and high rear bumpers are similar to any number of stylish coupe, but it still has a good look. The two lack creases on the side door look familiar, like some of bmw's Chris Bangle's pens, except, well, they're attractive. If something The concept can be recognizable, the car as a whole looks unique. Put
together the styling and mechanical package, and it's hard to see how this coupe can fail. Hyundai isn't talking production numbers at this point, but 30,0 cars seem likely annually. Despite the modest sales target, the concept genesis coupe, and the production car that will follow, is hugely important for what it represents
for Hyundai as a brand. The concept's commitment to rear wheel drives with coupe and sedan indicate that Hyundai just doesn't care about making reliable, quality cars. It wants to make cars that appeal to people who enjoy driving. The coupe takes that one step forward: For the first time, Hyundai is seeking out hard-
core car enthusiasts. But when we look at the concept car, we're not thinking about all those implications. All we can imagine is climbing behind the wheel, starting the engine, and for the first time in a Hyundai, screaming rear tires. This content is created and retained by a third party, and imported to this page to help
users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find out more about this and similar content piano.io we will get nitty-gritty rights. This rear-wheel-drive Hyundai sports sedan - six words we've never done together before - will arrive at dealerships under the guise of production sometime next year. In other words,



think of the information below as a primer for what to expect when this concept becomes reality. Genesis uses an all-new, all-aluminum 32-valve 4.6-liter V-8 to produce well over 300 horsepower and more than 300 pound-feet of torque, according to Hyundai, and carried out mating for a six-speed ZF automatic
transmission. Hyundai estimates that the pair will propel the car from a stop to 60 mph well under six seconds, though the company hints at large displacement, the forced-induction version of the V-8 that will surely perform samba from 0 to 60 in even less time. (A blown Hyundai?from the factory?) Genesis rides on a
five-link independent suspension at all four corners and offers the driver the option of shock settings. The concept's rear-wheel-drive architecture is a prototype of the final version, which will mark the first use of rear-drive for the U.S. market Hyundai. Weight distribution is claimed at 53 percent front and 47 percent rear,
figures that will make Hyundai's sporty goals a lot easier to achieve than, say, front-wheel drive Azera 62/38. Like all Hyundais, the 16.4-foot-long concept focuses strongly on Genesis safety and is crammed full of life-saving technology including eight airbags, stability control, adaptive cruise control, active headrest, and
brake assist. To date, excitement with Hyundai driving similarity is about as expected as McDonald's hopes to find foie gras on price menu Has been as an idea, but Hyundai really believes Genesis can change that — and with big goals like the BMW 5 Series and Mercedes-Benz E-Class in its sights, Hyundai was better
off getting it right. That means driving world-class fit and finish, the best material, and the dynamics that won't change the other way around a Toyota in mind. One thing Hyundai has already nailed, though, is the price, which the company has promised will start well under $30,0 (for the V-6 model) when Genesis hits the
streets. V-8 versions will likely start around $35,0. This content is created and retained by a third party, and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find out more about this and similar content in piano.io published on 08/05/2020 Photo Source: Genesishudi Motor America is
recalling two model year 2020 Genesis G70s. The rack mounted motorized power steering (R-MDPS) within the assembly may have been a component manufactured incorrectly, possibly resulting in steering locking or becoming tougher during driving. The loss of steering control may increase the risk of crashing. What
to do dealers changed the R-MDPS assemblies for free before selling the vehicles. Owners can contact Hyundai customer service at (855) 371-9460. Hyundai's number for this recall is 004G.
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